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Abstract. This article reinterprets the 1785 Indian rebellion at Mission San Gabriel
in Alta California by reexamining the testimony of the Indians accused of lead-
ing this uprising. For decades, scholarly and popular discussions of this event have
focused on the role of Toypurina, an Indian woman implicated in the rebellion.This
essay, however, clarifies the roles played by Toypurina, Nicolás José, and others
in the rebellion and emphasizes the importance of eyewitness native accounts to
early California history. Through a careful use of the mission’s birth, marriage,
and burial records, this study also uncovers key moments in the lives of the rebels.
These two sources—Indian testimony and mission registers—help to suggest the
rebellion’s diverse origins: the mission Indians’ anger at the Spaniards for the sup-
pression of their ceremonies and the frustration among some Gabrielinos that the
creation of themission and the congregation of hundreds of Indians at that one loca-
tion constituted a threat to existing Gabrielino boundaries of land use and settle-
ment. The article concludes that an understanding of colonial California rests not
only upon a study of Indian–Spanish relations but on an examination of the inter-
actions between individuals and among groups of Indians as well.

The Franciscan missions have long exerted a powerful influence upon Cali-
fornia’s historical identity. Tens of thousands of Indians lived and died in
these missions, but until the late 1970s an Indian perspective was largely
absent frommost accounts of early California. Scholars offered a good rea-
son for this omission: Indians did not have written languages, and since
written documents form the core of the historical record, Indian views
on Spanish colonization seem to have been lost to historians. For genera-
tions, therefore, historians of colonial California have relied almost exclu-
sively on the letters, narratives, and reports of the Franciscans, soldiers,
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and settlers who lived in Spanish and Mexican California. Although these
sources describe Spanish settlement and conquest fromwhat can be termed
a Spanish perspective, they have nevertheless produced a historiography
that is full of debate. For most of the past century, the historiography of
early California and its missions has been divided into two opposing camps
of scholars: those who portray the Franciscans as saving childlike Indians
from savagism and those who depict the missions as brutal labor camps
committed to cultural genocide. These divisions intensified in the 1980s
when the Catholic Church moved forward with its process of making a
saint of Father Junípero Serra, the founding father of the California mis-
sions.1 This polarized historiography has been based on contesting inter-
pretations of the Spaniards’ accounts, not on the voices of the California
Indians whose experiences are central to that history.2

Historians who have sought to capture an Indian perspective on Span-
ish colonization have relied upon two sets of sources: the narratives of Indi-
ans born in Mexican and American California and the views of Indians
alive today. However, none of these sources captures the direct experiences
of an Indian who lived in California before the end of Spanish rule in 1821.
The first set of sources that describes the mission period is composed of
six published accounts by California Indians born in the mid-nineteenth
century.3Only Pablo Tac’s narrative, written between1834 and1841, comes
close to describing the imposition of Spanish authority from the perspec-
tive of an eyewitness. But Tac was born in 1822, after the collapse of Span-
ish authority. And his account was penned in Rome, where one of the
Franciscans had taken Tac in 1832 to prepare him for a career as a priest.
More than a century after it was written, Tac’s narrative was shaped into
its current form by editors who prepared it for publication.4 The remain-
ing five California Indian narratives were recorded between1878 and1922,
long after the close of the Spanish period.5 Rather than providing first-
hand accounts of the Franciscans’ administration of the missions during
the Spanish period, these narratives reflect the experiences of Indians who
lived at the missions in the 1830s, 1840s, and 1850s, during and after the
collapse of Franciscan rule.6 In these decades—the Mexican and American
postsecularization periods—the Franciscans were stripped of their tempo-
ral authority and ultimately replaced by parish priests, and the missions
were overseen and plundered by secular authorities.

When taken as a whole, these six native accounts provide more varied
and textured descriptions of California Indian languages, material culture,
and social structures than anyother sources.7 But they describe themissions
in much the same way as the Franciscans’ most severe critics have since
the period of first colonization. For example, Julio César, who was born in
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1824, dictated his account in 1878: ‘‘The treatment given to the Indians at
the mission was not at all good. They did not pay us anything, but merely
gave us our food and a breechclout and blanket, the last renewed every
year, besides flogging [us] for any fault, however slight.’’8 In the words of
Lorenzo Asisara, whose views were recorded in 1879 by Thomas Savage,
‘‘The Spanish Padres were very cruel toward the Indians.They abused them
very much, they had bad food, bad clothing, and they made themwork like
slaves.’’9

A similar view of the missions emerged from a group of contempo-
rary California Indians when Rupert Costo and Jeannette Henry Costo
published The Missions of California: A Legacy of Genocide in 1987.10 This
publication was an explicit response to the Catholic Church’s campaign
to canonize Father Junípero Serra. Rupert Costo, a Cahuilla from South-
ern California, and Jeannette Henry Costo, an Eastern Cherokee, stated
emphatically that today’s descendants of Spanish California’s Indians—not
misinformed academics or church historians—offer the best and the truest
testimony of the impact of missions on native lifeways. The Costos write
forcefully: ‘‘Ours was an oral history, an oral literature, a poetry that was
spoken, remembered, a true ‘Remembrance of Things Past.’ ’’11 InA Legacy
of Genocide, individual after individual, tribe after tribe described abomi-
nable conditions at the missions: the soldiers and padres held their ances-
tors captive, forced them to labor, and committed atrocities and physical
abuses. The words of Tony Pinto, tribal chairman from the Kumeyaay in
San Diego, are representative of the method, tone, and content of the vol-
ume: ‘‘I am now 73 years old. My grandfather and grandmother told me
what happened at the missions. . . . The Indians were slaves. They did all
the work, and after a day’s work, the priests locked them up. . . . They fed
them actually as little as possible. They beat them and killed them if they
were sick, or couldn’t work, or didn’t agree to do certain work.’’12 Because
of the voice it gave to contemporary Indians, A Legacy of Genocide is a vital
statement. These Indian voices reinforce the severest criticisms of the mis-
sions: the padres and soldiers were cruel men who dedicated themselves to
the ruthless exploitation of Indian labor and the relentless destruction of
native culture. However, the volume, despite its claim to present the con-
temporary Indian view of the missions, does not convey the beliefs of many
California Indians who are Catholic and far less critical of the missions
than their peers in A Legacy of Genocide.

Like the narratives of Indians born in the mid-nineteenth century, the
oral traditions presented in the Costos’ volume describe the authoritarian
nature of the missions, the harshness of the labor regime, and the perva-
sive fear of physical oppression. As a group, both sets of native narratives
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describe a mission system characterized by rigid boundaries that separated
the Indian and Spanish worlds and by confining walls that kept baptized
Indians in the mission at all times and unbaptized Indians out at all times.
Although they add an Indian perspective to the history of early California,
these narratives have essentially served to reinforce a longstanding critique
of the missions. The central negative and stereotypical image of the mis-
sions, therefore, remains largely unchanged, even though some of thewords
now come from a previously unheard people. The chorus may be louder
and composed of diverse voices, but it nonetheless sings the same refrain.

The views of twentieth-century California Indians and the accounts
of previous generations are an important resource, but the testimony of
California Indians given during judicial proceedings and written down by
Spanish scribes is an extremely valuable and largely untapped source that
can help scholars look deeper into the past and discover how other Indi-
ans viewed the imposition of Spanish authority in colonial California.13

The eyewitness Indian testimony recorded in these criminal investigations
does not begin to approach the detailed narratives embedded in the inqui-
sition records so masterfully exploited by the ‘‘microhistorians’’ who have
studied early modern Europe.14Nor is it as extensive or varied as that found
for other areas of New Spain. Nevertheless, Indian testimony, despite its
sparseness, provides a glimpse of the motivations and actions of some Indi-
ans who grappled with many of the effects of Spanish colonization. And—
equally important—research rooted in the mission’s sacramental registers
allows scholars to situate those particular Indians within the larger native
communities. This testimony and research reinforces the conclusion that
Spanish colonization was oppressive, disruptive, and at times cruel, but the
recorded words of California Indians also add detail and subtlety to a his-
toriography that too often has relied on stereotypes and simplification.This
Indian testimony reveals aspects of Spanish colonization and Indian resis-
tance or accommodation not evident in the Franciscans’ correspondence
or in the oral traditions of Indians whose ancestors lived in the missions.
Furthermore, it shows that the missions as institutions were more porous
than scholars have realized, and it demonstrates that an understanding of
California’s colonial period rests not only upon a study of Indian–Spanish
relations in the missions but on an examination of the interactions between
individuals and among groups of Indians as well. Ultimately, Indian tes-
timony from the colonial period demonstrates that there were multiple
Indian perspectives on Spanish colonization and that over time individuals
could oscillate between an acceptance and a rejection of the missions.15

Indian testimony from the Spanish colonial period of Alta Califor-
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nia appears in two types of documents. The first source records the infre-
quent investigations by the military of the living conditions at the missions
after highly unusual events, such as rebellions or mass fugitivism. A sec-
ond source of Indian testimony is the declarations and accounts of Indi-
ans who testified in the trials of Indians or Spaniards accused of serious
crimes. Despite their status in a Spanish legal system that classified them
as ‘‘poor and wretched’’ ‘‘minors,’’16 Indians throughout New Spain par-
ticipated in the Spanish legal system, most commonly as eyewitnesses in
criminal investigations, testifying on their own behalf and against Indians
and Spaniards accused of crimes.17 From local presidial commanders to
viceregal counselors, Spanish officials consistently viewed this testimony
as reliable, and they depended on it when they assigned guilt and deter-
mined punishments for Indians and Spaniards alike. Spanish officials could
have assigned guilt and meted out punishments without Indian testimony,
but this would have been to abdicate their primary responsibilities as rep-
resentatives of the crown: to discover truth, to dispense justice, and to
demonstrate the legitimacy and fairness of the Spanish legal system. After
all, throughout the colonial period, Spanish jurists insisted that ‘‘The true
occupation of the king is to do justice in his kingdom.’’18

The use of Indian testimony from the Spanish colonial period, like
the use of more recent oral narratives, raises important evidentiary issues.
In nearly all instances, especially in the first years of Spanish coloniza-
tion, Indian testimony was solicited with the assistance of an interpreter,
whowas usually a presidial soldier. These frontier interpreters largely were
self-taught, and their ability to move back and forth accurately between
Spanish and local Indian dialects is uncertain. Furthermore, the men who
recorded testimony in California were soldiers whose principal qualifica-
tion was basic literacy. While these soldiers were aware of their responsi-
bility to record faithfully the testimony they heard, they were not profes-
sional scribes. Unlike in central New Spain, scribes in Alta California were
merely soldiers or low-ranking officers shouldering added responsibilities.
California Indian testimony, therefore, because of the use of interpreters
and scribes, comes to us as a highly mediated source. Finally, the possi-
bility of coercion in eliciting Indian testimony may also give rise to debate
about the trustworthiness of Indian responses. Spanish force—threatened
or actual—underlay virtually all Indian–Spanish relations, and many of the
Indians who testified in criminal cases, especially those accused of crimes,
suffered confinement and testified while shackled. Judicial torture, how-
ever, although considered a legitimate procedural step available to Spanish
officials, does not seem to have been used to extract testimony or confes-
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sions from Indians in Alta California or elsewhere in the Spanish Border-
lands during the late colonial era.19

To show the interpretive possibilities presented by a careful analy-
sis and contextualization of Indian testimony from the colonial period,
this article will reexamine the one case of California Indian testimony that
scholars have most consistently cited: the declarations of three men and one
woman implicated in a rebellion atMission San Gabriel in1785.This study
will provide a new reading of this Indian testimony and a reinterpretation
of the probable motivations that lay behind the Indian rebellion at Mission
San Gabriel in 1785. Finally, it will discuss the assumptions that informed
the narrative it intends to displace.

Mission San Gabriel was established close to the banks of the Río Hondo
near the southern edge of the San Gabriel Valley in September 1771 as the
fourth mission in Alta California.20 The mission remained there for almost
five years until May 1775, when it was moved several miles north to its
present site.The Franciscans, who often sounded like Southern California’s
first boosters, wrote about the new location with optimism: ‘‘The location
is very good. It has an oak grove quite close which is very advantageous for
obtaining timber and firewood, and is within sight of a great plain where
the soil is not of the best quality for in part it is very sandy and rocky,
but with the irrigation ditch which is very serviceable, the land will fruc-
tify.’’21 The padres were describing the land of people known as the Kumi-
vit, who are known today as the Gabrielino or the Tongva. In 1770, the
Gabrielino numbered about five thousand, and their territory covered about
1,500 square miles of the Los Angeles Basin. This land included the water-
sheds of the Los Angeles, San Gabriel, Santa Ana, and Río Hondo rivers,
and it stretched west to the islands off present-day Los Angeles.Within that
territory were more than fifty independent and competing communities,
whose populations ranged from 50 to 150.22

By1785, the missionaries had baptized well over1,200 Indians at Mis-
sion San Gabriel and counted 843 Gabrielinos at the mission.23 In October
1785, some Gabrielinos inside the mission allied with those from as many
as eight villages from the surrounding area to attackMission San Gabriel.24

The corporal of the mission guard had advance warning, and the night of
the attack twenty-one Gabrielinos were arrested at the mission without
bloodshed.The interrogation of the four Indians whom the Spaniards iden-
tified as rebel leaders took place in early January1786 in the soldiers’ quar-
ters at the mission. During the interrogation, the four suspects responded
to a list of ten questions prepared ahead of time by Alta California’s gover-
nor, Pedro Fages. The sergeant of the Santa Barbara presidio, José Ignacio
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Olivera, directed the investigation. He was assisted by two of his soldiers,
Manuel de Vargas and José María Verdugo. A fourth soldier, José María
Pico, served as the interpreter.25

Thomas Workman Temple II, a genealogist and descendant of some
of the first Spanish soldiers who served in Alta California, was the first
scholar to examine this testimony.26 And in 1958, he published an article
about one of these Indians, a woman named Toypurina.27 Today, Temple’s
article, ‘‘Toypurina the Witch and the Indian Uprising at San Gabriel,’’
remains the most influential account of this rebellion. Temple’s rendering
of the testimony of Toypurina has been quoted and paraphrased in numer-
ous articles and books,28 and his interpretation of her actions in the rebel-
lion and during her trial has spread beyond academia. Largely because of
Temple’s article,Toypurina has become the symbol of Gabrielino resistance
to themissions and an icon of California Indianwomen’s resistance to colo-
nial oppression.29 Toypurina’s dramatic story has been publicly and perma-
nently memorialized in a prayer mound developed by a Gabrielino tradi-
tionalist and a Chicana artist.30

Temple provided a dramatic and colorful description of the night of
25 October 1785, when, in his words, a band of ‘‘painted warriors’’ from
the surrounding villages slipped over the ‘‘parapet’’ into the quadrangle of
Mission San Gabriel, their way lit by ‘‘a pale sliver of a new moon.’’31

Deceived by an Indian sorceress [Toypurina] into believing that her
powerful magic had already accounted for the padres, they came deter-
mined to kill the unsuspecting corporal and his soldiers of the guard.
. . . Led by a renegade Indian neophyte who knew his way about the
deep shadows of the empty court, thewell-armed war party slipped on
cat feet towards the sleeping quarters of the padres. . . . There, in the
center of the bedroomwere the prostrate forms of the two Franciscans,
laid out for burial—‘‘put into the long sleep’’—just as the Indian witch
had promised them. . . . Suddenly, the recumbent padres leaped to life
[for their lifeless forms had been soldiers lying in wait]; wild shrieks
rent the night air. Above this dreadful din there rang out the cry of
‘‘santiago!’’—as armed soldiers appeared from nowhere. Scared out
of their wits and taken completely by surprise, some ten of the dumb-
founded [Indian] warriors, including their leaders, were captured in
the wild scramble.32

In Temple’s account of the military’s investigation of the attack, Teme-
jasaquichí, an unbaptized leader from a nearby village, identified Toypu-
rina as the prime instigator of the rebellion.33 ‘‘It was that witch Toypurina
who tricked me by her sweet words and hidden threats. I’d like to get my
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hands around her throat and still her serpent’s tongue.’’34 Temejasaquichí
then implicated Nicolás José, a baptized Indian at the mission. ‘‘He said
you are White Devils, come to sow our lands with salt and make slaves of
my people.’’35 According to Temple, Nicolás José’s resentment had been
simmering since November 1779, when he had been punished for plotting
to kill his own padrino, or godfather, ‘‘a Baja California neophyte who had
made advances to his promised Gabrielina.’’36 Furthermore, Nicolás José
‘‘had conspired the death of the hated padres and that of corporal Ver-
dugo because they refused to allow him to put on his . . . ancient tribal
dances and other pagan superstitions.’’37 In Temple’s account Nicolás José
testified that he had planned the rebellion, contacted Toypurina, and given
her beads and other trifles to purchase her influence. According to Temple,
Nicolás José testified that Toypurina had led the Indians at the mission to
believe that she had killed the padres through her ‘‘artful wizardry’’; all the
rebels would have to do is kill the soldiers.38

In Temple’s account, Toypurina, the ‘‘star witness,’’ testified last. As
she was brought into the interrogation room, she kicked aside a stool the
soldiers offered her, choosing to stand face-to-face before her accusers.
In what Temple termed her ‘‘finest hour,’’ Toypurina proudly took credit
for organizing and leading the attack. According to Temple, she defiantly
declared her motive: ‘‘I hate the padres and all of you, for living here on
my native soil, for trespassing upon the land of my forefathers and despoil-
ing our tribal domains. . . . I came [to the mission] to inspire the dirty
cowards to fight, and not to quail at the sight of Spanish sticks that spit
fire and death, nor [to] retch at the evil smell of gunsmoke—and be done
with you white invaders!’’39 This is compelling testimony, and it is obvi-
ous why Temple’s melodramatic and romantic account has been so endur-
ing. Here is the testimony—the ‘‘exact words,’’ according to Temple—of
an Indian woman who expresses a cry of defiant resistance on behalf of all
of her Indian people and voices in Temple’s words ‘‘the universal lament
of the dispossessed.’’40 Yet, there is a problem with Temple’s account of
the rebellion and investigation and with the veneration of Toypurina that
it has generated. The majority of Temple’s article consists of fabricated tes-
timony, imagined details, and dramatic exaggerations. There was no ‘‘pale
sliver of a new moon’’ that night.41 There were no soldiers masquerading
as dead missionaries. No cries of ‘‘santiago!’’ pierced the evening calm.
In the inquiry, Toypurina did not testify last, kick over a stool, or speak of
white invaders, fire-spitting sticks, dirty cowards, or the despoliation of her
forefathers’ land. And while Nicolás José suggested that some Gabrielinos
feared Toypurina because they believed that she had special powers and
‘‘with only a wish she could kill them,’’ and Governor Fages noted that the
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Indians feared her and her powerful ‘‘superstitions,’’ no Indian or Spaniard
in the record ever identified her as a witch or a sorceress or attributed to
her the bewitching powers of a serpent.42 Most important, Temple incor-
rectly cast Toypurina as the principal instigator of the rebellion and as the
star witness of the trial, turning her into the lead character in a hackneyed
morality play in which she plays the familiar part of the doomed but noble
savage, whose greatest glory and eloquence emerge only at the moment of
total defeat.43

The rebellion’s origins—and the individuals implicated in it—were
more complex than those presented in Temple’s melodrama, and what little
can be glimpsed of these Indians’ actions before and during the rebellion
is suggestive of the complicated cross-currents of loyalties and tensions
that characterized Indian life in Spanish California. All four of the suspects
questioned, including Toypurina, identified Nicolás José, a thirty-seven-
year-old mission Indian—not Toypurina—as the rebellion’s prime instiga-
tor. The transcript offers only the briefest indication of why and how he
organized the rebellion, but Nicolás José’s own words offer a plausible rea-
son for his disaffection. At the time of the rebellion, Nicolás José, accord-
ing to his testimony, was upset because neither the Franciscans nor the
mission guard would allow him to have his dances or practice what the
Spaniards termed ‘‘gentile abuses.’’44 In fact, in 1782, three years before
the rebellion, the governor had ordered the soldiers in the mission guard at
San Diego to never allow baptized Indians to have dances in their villages;
in all likelihood this order was also communicated to the mission guard at
San Gabriel and the other missions in Alta California.45 In the fall, the sea-
son of the rebellion, the Gabrielino held their annual Mourning Ceremony,
which ‘‘honored the souls of those who had died in the interval since its
last performance.’’ The Gabrielino Mourning Ceremony ‘‘was the culmi-
nation of a series of death rituals, and through its performance the souls
of the deceased achieved release from the earth and entrance into the land
of the dead.’’46 By the end of October 1785, Nicolás José and others at the
mission seem to have concluded that the ban on dances was intolerable and
that it jeopardized the repose of their dead relatives’ spirits.47

For clues as to why it was Nicolás José who instigated the rebellion
and not one of the hundreds of other adults at the mission, we must put
aside Temple’s unsubstantiated claim that Nicolás José was a jealous hus-
band with a grudge and look beyond the trial record to the mission’s sac-
ramental registers—the birth, marriage, and burial records kept by the
Franciscans at each of the missions. Only from these records can we dis-
cern the outlines of the life histories of Nicolás José and other Gabrielinos
who were baptized at Mission San Gabriel. Nicolás José emerges from the
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historical record as one of the first Indians to join Mission San Gabriel and
among the most active of the Gabrielino in the administration of Catho-
lic sacraments at the mission. Nicolás José was baptized by Father Pablo
Joseph de Mugártegui at Mission San Gabriel on 27 September 1774, at
the age of twenty-six, after having been ‘‘instructed and catechized’’ in
the Catholic faith.48Hewas the third adult male baptized at themission, the
third baptism from Sibapet village, and the first Sibapet adult to receive the
sacrament. Soon after his baptism, Nicolás José married Agustina María
in one of the first marriages at the mission.49On 6 July1775, their newborn
son Cosmé María was born; he was baptized a week later.50

The historical record does not reveal whether or not Nicolás José had
exercised any sort of religious or political authority in Sibapet, but within a
few months of his baptism, he held a position of prominence in the emerg-
ing religious and political life of the mission. Nicolás José was one of the
first Indians at the mission to serve as a marriage witness, one sign that
he enjoyed the confidence of the Franciscans.51 Furthermore, the identi-
ties of the other marriage witnesses with whom the Franciscans teamed
Nicolás José suggest that the padres believed that Nicolás José also held
authority within his own native community. In 1775, for example, Nicolás
José served as a marriage witness with the leader of another nearby vil-
lage.52 And in 1781, when Nicolás José was named padrino for the son of
his own padrino, José María Borjino, he became the only Gabrielino at
the mission to serve as a godparent for a Baja California Indian child.53 All
told, between 1774–85, Nicolás José was a witness at seven marriages and
a padrino for thirteen Indians baptized at the mission, suggesting that the
Franciscans continued to see him as an integral part of the Catholic com-
munity they were building at the mission.54

Nearly every detail aboutNicolás José’s life that emerges from themis-
sion’s sacramental registers—the comparatively early date of his baptism
and marriage, his relatively advanced age when they occurred, and his con-
tinual service as godparent and marriage witness—strongly suggests that
Nicolás José would have been a prime candidate to serve as a mission offi-
cial when the system of Indian officials was introduced to Alta California
in 1778.55 It seems almost certain then that this Nicolás José was the same
Nicolás who became the mission’s first alcalde in 1778–9 and that he was
the alcalde Nicolás who aroused the displeasure of the Franciscans by pro-
viding, in Father Serra’s words, ‘‘women to as many soldiers as asked for
them.’’56 For this behavior, the alcalde Nicolás was punished, and this pun-
ishment in turn may have caused Nicolás José and other Indians at the mis-
sion to plot an earlier unsuccessful rebellion that is mentioned in the trial
transcript.57
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In his testimony during the investigation of the1785 rebellion, Nicolás
José admitted that he had been arrested some years before in a foiled plot,
which the governor described as one that intended to kill a Baja California
Indian, the padres, and the soldiers. In the wake of that incident, Nicolás
José had been pardoned and warned not to cause trouble, but he testified
that he ‘‘gradually in his heart resolved’’ to plan an attack.58 There is noth-
ing in the historical record to support Temple’s tawdry claim that the Baja
California Indian José María Borjino had years earlier infuriated Nicolás
José by making unwanted advances toward his bride, Agustina María. Nor
for that matter is there any evidence to support Temple’s claim that Nicolás
José had tried to kill José María Borjino in a jealous rage. It is clear, how-
ever, that Nicolás José was one of at least six other neophytes arrested sev-
eral years before the 1785 rebellion for his suspected involvement in a plot
at the mission against a California Indian, the soldiers, and the padres.59

Nicolás José’s positions of authority distinguished him from the tens
of thousands of other Indians who lived in the missions. But in many
ways—perhaps to a degree that far surpassed in importance the prestige the
mission system bestowed upon him as an alcalde—Nicolás José’s life, in
its seeming incongruities and ambiguities, resembled that of other mission
Indians.While he was baptized and a regular participant in the administra-
tion of the Catholic sacraments at the mission, Nicolás José remained com-
mitted to Gabrielino dances, celebrations, and rituals. While Nicolás José
lived at the mission, he remained connected to the unbaptized Gabrielinos
and the native villages far beyond Mission San Gabriel. Furthermore, like
all Indians in Alta California, Nicolás José was buffeted by the misfortune
of the missions. No Indian, no matter how politically or religiously power-
ful, could escape the diseases that continually undermined the mission
community and brought tragedy to individuals and their families.60 By1785,
the year of the rebellion, one third of the adults from Nicolás José’s village
and one half of the Sibapet children baptized at Mission San Gabriel were
dead.61 And among these dead were members of Nicolás José’s immediate
family. His son Cosmé María died at the mission before the age of two.62

His wife, who had been baptized alongside him in 1774, was dead by June
1783.63Within less than a year of her death, Nicolás José remarried, but his
second wife, María Candelaria, died eight months later.64 If these mounting
personal tragedies shook Nicolás José’s faith in Catholicism and the mis-
sion system, he must have concealed this growing dissatisfaction from the
Franciscans. Nicolás José did not flee the mission, and he participated in its
religious life until the rebellion of October 1785. In July 1785 he had mar-
ried for the third time, and in August he served once again as a marriage
witness.65
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In the midst of his ongoing and outward commitment to his life at
Mission San Gabriel, Nicolás José did plan the rebellion, and by now it
should be clearer why he, and not one of the hundreds of others at the mis-
sion, did so. Nicolás José was not the jealous, vengeful husband of Temple’s
imagination. Nicolás José—unlike most baptized Indians—was a person
of influence, who had garnered the respect of the Franciscans and the Indi-
ans at the mission. Six years before the rebellion he had shown that he was
not a blind enforcer of the padres’ will and that he was willing to challenge
their authority even if it meant a flogging. For ten years, Nicolás José had
been a part of the mission’s religious and political hierarchy. This firsthand
knowledge of the mission system may ultimately have served only to alien-
ate Nicolás José from the Spaniards, but it also must have afforded him an
understanding of both the strengths and the limits of the Franciscans’ pro-
gram and the soldiers’ defenses.When Nicolás José finally realized that he
would no longer be able to balance his life between twoworlds—no longer
be able to participate in the mission while at the same time having recourse
to his own dances, customs, and ceremonies—he opted for the latter, and
he sought assistance from those inside and outside the mission whowere in
a position to help him. Nicolás José, therefore, emerges from the histori-
cal record as someone whom the microhistorians would consider a ‘‘nor-
mal exception.’’66 He was exceptional in that he was one of the few Indi-
ans in colonial California who led a rebellion against the mission in which
he lived, and therefore, he—unlike most California Indians—left a visible
trace in the historical record. But his extraordinariness helps us grasp part
of what was almost certainly ‘‘normal’’ about him: the ebb and flow of his
commitment to the mission, the shift of his identity back and forth between
being a Gabrielino from Sibapet and being an Indian neophyte at the mis-
sion, his day-to-day struggle with life and death in the mission, and his
ultimately failed attempts to balance his beliefs with those introduced by
the Franciscans.

When Nicolás José decided to rebel against the mission that he had
helped to create, he contacted Toypurina, a twenty-five-year-old unbap-
tized woman from the village of Japchivit. Her brother was a village leader,
and it seems she was considered ‘‘very wise’’ by the Indians of the area.67

Toypurina stated that Nicolás José had given her beads so that she would
call a meeting of the unbaptized Gabrielinos of the surrounding area. Thus,
it was at Nicolás José’s urging that Toypurina contacted other village cap-
tains.68 Temejasaquichí of Juvit village, at Toypurina’s request, then went
to the mission (although it is not clear when) to convince the neophytes
‘‘not to believe in the Padres but rather only in her.’’69 In other testimony
Aliyivit, captain of the village of Jajamovit (three leagues from themission),
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claimed that he had merely joined the others in the attack ‘‘to see if they
[the warriors] would be as brave in battle as they said they would be.’’70

On the night of the attack, the Indians came to the mission armed
with bows and arrows. Toypurina came to the mission unarmed but with
the intent of encouraging the men to have the will to fight.71 That same
night some of the mission’s lambs and sheep were killed. Nicolás José had
ordered that the sheep be taken, which was done with the cooperation
of the mission’s shepherds. Aliyivit, unlike the other three suspects, knew
nothing of the attack on the livestock, but ‘‘a few days before the attack, he
and his nephew had killed two cows belonging to a soldier.’’72 It is not clear
exactly how many other Indians were arrested after the rebellion. But, cer-
tainly, in addition to the four who testified, seventeen more were arrested,
at least six of whom were neophytes. Of these seventeen, five who had
been involved in the early plot at the mission were given twenty-five lashes
and released. The remaining twelve were given fifteen or twenty lashes and
released.73 These punishments were carried out in public so as to serve as a
lesson to all, and, according to Governor Fages, the punished Indians were
given ‘‘the most serious scolding for their ingratitude, making ugly their
perverseness, and showing them the deceit with which they allowed them-
selves to be dominated by the aforementioned woman and the powerless-
ness of their practices against we who are Catholic.’’74

As we have seen, Temple not only mischaracterized the role and moti-
vation of Nicolás José in the rebellion, but he embellished and miscon-
strued Toypurina’s actions and her testimony, thereby clouding our own
understanding of her possible motives on that October night in 1785 and
our sense of the broader implications of the attack on the mission. Toypu-
rina did not state that she participated in the attack because she hated ‘‘the
padres and all of you, for living here on my native soil, for trespassing upon
the land of my forefathers and despoiling our tribal domains’’ and that she
wanted to ‘‘be done with you white invaders!’’ Rather, according to the
soldier who recorded her words, she stated succinctly that ‘‘she was angry
with the Padres and with all of those of this Mission because we are living
here in her land.’’75 Beyond the inaccuracy of Temple’s translation, there is
a crucial interpretive difference between Temple’s account and the scribal
record. Temple and later scholars have presented Toypurina’s words as a
denunciation of the Franciscans and the soldiers for settling in Gabrielino
territory, and that, it seems plausible, is part of what she said. But if we take
Toypurina at her recorded word, she was angry not only with the Francis-
cans but with ‘‘all of those of this mission.’’ She was also angry, it seems
possible, with ‘‘all of those’’ Indians who lived at Mission San Gabriel, not
just with the padres and the soldiers who resided there. This reading is
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supported by the more careful and grammatical writing of Pedro Galindo
Navarro, an asesor for the Commandant General, who in his summary of
the case wrote that Toypurina ‘‘was angry with the Padres and the others
of the Mission, because they had come to live and establish themselves in
her land.’’76

In the six years before the rebellion, the population of the mission had
nearly doubled, increasing from 452 in 1780 to 843 in 1785.77 This increase
in population coincided with a 50 percent increase of the mission’s agricul-
tural production and a 300 percent increase in its livestock.78 In these six
years, there were 714 Indians baptized at the mission, 569 gentiles, and 145
mission-born Indians.79 The increase in population at Mission San Gabriel,
therefore, was the result not of the natural increase of those already at the
mission, but rather of the recent relocation of more than 560 Indians from
villages further and further from San Gabriel. At the time of the rebellion,
only one Indian baptized at themissionwas from Japchivit,Toypurina’s vil-
lage, which may have been several miles northwest of the mission.80 Some
of the recently baptized Indians were from the coastal communities, which
had sent very few Gabrielinos to the mission before 1785. Indians from the
villages of Juyuabit, Amupubit, Tibajobit, Guayabit, Chaubit, and Pububit
appear in the baptism record in the summer of 1785, when these commu-
nities had dozens of baptisms and began to increase their presence at the
mission. Before 1785, most of the Indians baptized at Mission San Gabriel
came from the coastal plain and the inland valleys. Rivalries between vil-
lages had long existed in California, and a state of constant conflict seems
to have existed between some Gabrielino groups, especially between those
on the coast and those in the foothills and mountains.81 This tension may
have been the result of intense competition for food resources. In the fall
of 1785, these tensions may have escalated and contributed to the partici-
pation of so many unbaptized Gabrielinos in the attack on the mission.

Perhaps now we can see who Toypurina referred to when she said she
was angry ‘‘with all of those of this mission.’’ She was probably referring
to the hundreds of new Indian recruits at the mission, and in particular
those from the coastal villages, not just the twomissionaries and the four to
six soldiers who protected the padres and guarded the mission.We can see
the importance of Toypurina’s words when they are stripped of Temple’s
embellishments and examined in the context of the rapid expansion of the
mission and the historic tensions between Gabrielino villages. Toypurina’s
testimony, therefore, not only underscores the Indian-Spanish tensions that
plagued colonial California, but it reflects the Indian-Indian tensions that
were exacerbated by Spanish colonization. Tensions between Gabrielino
villages did not begin with the establishment of the mission in1771, nor did
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they end with the attack of 1785. The following summer, in August 1786,
a soldier at San Gabriel reported that the Indians at the mission had given
beads to the Indians from a local village in an attempt to get them to kill
the residents of Japchivit, Toypurina’s village.82

Scholars of the rebellion have focused most closely on Toypurina and
Nicolás José, but there was a third Gabrielino whose important role in the
rebellion has not been fully noted. Nicolás José had turned to Toypurina
because he believed that she could rally support for the attack among the
leaders outside the mission and because many Indians seemed to fear her.
But Toypurina in turn contacted Temejasaquichí, the leader of Juvit village,
who then visited the mission in an attempt, it seems, to turn the mission
Indians against the padres. In his testimony Temejasaquichí asserted that
he had no grievance with anyone at the mission and that he had partici-
pated in the attack only at the suggestion of Nicolás José and Toypurina.
While Temple identified Toypurina as a witch and a sorceress and recent
scholars have followed his lead, the Spaniards accused her only of having
deceived the Indians into rebelling.83 Rebellion, of course, was a serious
crime for the Spaniards, and they were especially alarmed that the baptized
Indians at the mission could have allowed themselves to be ‘‘deceived’’ and
‘‘dominated’’ by a woman.84 Notably, however, they did not describe her
as a witch (a bruja or an hechicera) but as a ‘‘superstitious woman’’ (‘‘una
muger Gentil supersticiosa’’).85 Rather, it was Temejasaquichí, not Toypu-
rina, whom the Spaniards came the closest to accusing of witchcraft, for
trying ‘‘to pervert the Christians with his spells.’’86

On the basis of the Indians’ testimony, Governor Fages found Nicolás
José and Toypurina guilty of being the principal leaders of the attack. Fages
ordered that they be held in shackles, Nicolás José at the SanDiego presidio
and Toypurina at Mission San Gabriel. Temejasaquichí was found guilty
of being an accomplice and of trying to ‘‘pervert’’ the neophytes ‘‘with his
spells.’’87 Aliyivit was found guilty of having been an accomplice in the
rebellion and for having earlier killed a soldier’s cows.88 Both men were to
be held at the presidio of San Diego. In January 1786 the governor sent a
copy of the trial transcript to the Commandant General of the Provincias
Internas, who held the responsibility for determining the Indians’ punish-
ments. It was not until June 1788—two-and-a-half years later—that Fages
received the final sentences. The Commandant General banished Nicolás
José fromMission San Gabriel and sentenced him to six years of hard labor
in irons at the most distant presidio in the region. Toypurina was to be
banished from Mission San Gabriel and sent to the most distant mission.
Temejasaquichí and Alijivit, having already spent over two years in jail,
were to be given a stern warning and freed.
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After the trial and final sentencing,Temejasaquichí and Aliyivit do not
appear again in the historical record; neither seems to have been baptized
at Mission San Gabriel. In 1790, the last time he was mentioned in the
historical record, Nicolás José was serving his sentence at the presidio of
San Francisco.89 Toypurina appears at numerous other times and places. In
March 1787 she was baptized at Mission San Gabriel.90 Soon thereafter,
shewas banished fromMission San Gabriel and transferred toMission San
Carlos Borromeo, located nearMonterey in present-day Carmel.Two years
after her baptism, she married Manuel Montero, a soldier from Puebla
whowas stationed in Monterey.91 In 1790, they were both living in Monte-
rey with their first child, Cesario, who had been born at Mission San Luis
Obispo.92 She and Montero had a second child, Juana de Dios Montero,
who was also born at Mission San Luis Obispo.93 Their third child, María
Clementina, was born at mission San Carlos in November 1794.94 Toypu-
rina died at Mission San Juan Bautista on 22May1799 and was buried the
following day.95

In what amounted to his final distortion of the historical record in
this case,Temple embellished Toypurina’s baptism andmarriage toManuel
Montero to construct a moralistic coda to his tale. For Temple, Toypu-
rina’s baptism signaled a triumph of pious Franciscans over savage Indians
and of Catholicism over paganism, and her marriage to the soldier Manuel
Montero, and the governor’s fictional embrace of the couple, symbolized
a wiping away of the ill will and distrust that had existed between sol-
diers and rebel Indians.Temple praised the generous spirit of the Franciscan
Miguel Sánchez who baptized Toypurina, and he imagined that Sánchez
had first heard Toypurina’s ‘‘strange and anguished plea amid the sordid
surroundings of her prison cell, just over a year before.’’96 For Temple, the
pious and merciful Sánchez had saved Toypurina and ‘‘led this sorceress
from the darkness, evil, and rebellion of her heathen ways, into the Light
of the Knowledge, Love, and Service of God.’’97 In her ‘‘pagan soul . . .
Where once suspicion, defiance and hatred of the white men had excluded
all other sentiment, there now reigned the love of God and of all His crea-
tures, including even the Spaniards.’’98The historical record, however, does
not support such a weighty conclusion. It is silent as to whether or not
Toypurina ever appealed directly to Sánchez for religious instruction let
alone if she ever did so from a prison cell. Nor does it allow us to glimpse
her innermost sentiments. And as for the principals involved—Toypurina
and Sánchez—Toypurina’s baptism probably seemed much more ambigu-
ous than a clear triumph of Christianity and civilization over paganism
and savagery, especially if Toypurina was in shackles at the time. More-
over, the sparseness of detail in Toypurina’s baptismal record suggests that
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Sánchez did not see her baptism as anything extraordinary and that he had
not developed any special bond with her. In recording Toypurina’s baptism
in the mission’s register, Sánchez included the same basic information he
used to record the baptisms of the more than 1,300 other Gabrielinos he
baptized at the mission between 1775 and 1803. Her record contains only
the location and date of baptism and her name, age, sex, and village of ori-
gin. By the time Sánchez baptized Toypurina, he had been at Mission San
Gabriel for more than a decade and had already baptized more than five
hundred Gabrielinos. She was the twenty-ninth Gabrielino Sánchez bap-
tized in March 1787, and his scribbled writing reveals that he baptized her
in a group of nine adult Gabrielinos on 8 March 1787.99

Temple informs us that on the day that Toypurina married Manuel
Montero, ‘‘No prouder sponsor came to greet the happy couple that memo-
rable day than the Governor himself—it was still Don Pedro Fages—he
who had first known this stately bride as the wildest and most feared crea-
ture of the Gabrielinos in that dingy guard room of San Gabriel.’’100 Fact
provides less of a storybook ending than fiction. Toypurina did indeed
marry Manuel Montero in 1789,101 but Governor Fages was not a sponsor
of the marriage and there is no reason to assume that he greeted the couple
or that they were in fact ‘‘happy.’’ For both bride and groom, this mar-
riage was probably an act of expedience. What may initially have bound
them together—beyond the indissoluble sacrament of marriage—was the
sobering and shared realization that they were both—he by choice, she by
force—far and forever removed from the lands and peoples of their births.
Toypurina’s baptism and marriage could not erase past conflicts or present
strains, nor could either sacrament bring peace to colonial California. Ten-
sions between Indian groups and between Indians and Spaniards continued
in colonial California as long as diseases unraveled Indian communities, as
long as mission communities displaced village communities, and as long as
Indians, Franciscans, and soldiers struggled over the persistence of native
culture within and beyond the missions.

The testimony of Toypurina and Nicolás José suggests that scholars
need to pay more attention to the words of California Indians like those
who attackedMission SanGabriel and thosewho testified in other criminal
proceedings. Indians like Nicolás José and Toypurina came from different
villages and pursued different life paths, and both confronted the mission
system and Spanish colonization. Yet each found something different to
fear in the colonial order. For Nicolás José, the Gabrielino from Sibapet
and baptized Indian of the mission, it was the threat the missionaries, sol-
diers, and disease posed to Gabrielino culture that led to rebellion; while
for Toypurina, the unbaptized ‘‘wise’’ woman from Japchivit, it was the
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threat the relocated coastal Gabrielinos and other Indians at the expanding
mission posed to the native subsistence economy and political order that
prompted the attack on the mission.

When examined in its historical context and studied in tandem with
mission sacramental registers, the testimony of Toypurina and Nicolás José
shows with great effect how a few ‘‘normal exceptions’’ viewed and con-
fronted what were for them the central aspects of Spanish colonization.
Their recorded words suggest their resistance to the Spaniards’ repression
of their ceremonies and the persistence of intervillage animosities into the
mission period. And, when taken as a whole, their testimony helps us incre-
mentally—word by word—reclaim the past from the stock images, sen-
timental portraits, and polarized arguments that can obscure our under-
standing of not only Indian–Spanish relations in colonial California but the
equally important and determinative relations among the Indians of colo-
nial California.
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